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MILWAUKEE, WI - I am absolutely thrilled with the direction of this election!

  

At Citizen Action we made a strategic judgement years ago that if we organized to elevate the
issue of pre-existing condition discrimination, health care would be a decisive election issue.

  

Now years of organizing is paying huge political dividends. Here we are in the home stretch of
the critical 2018 election, and pre-existing condition discrimination is the driving issue in the
Senate and Governor’s races.

  

Right Wing politicians are in panic mode. Leah Vukmir shockingly claimed in her debate with
Tammy Baldwin this week that pre-existing condition discrimination is a “big lie” that never
happened. Scott Walker is taking on water on this issue, despite his best efforts to mislead the
public record of health care sabotage.

  

We have them on the run, but we need to keep the pressure on through election day!

  

I hope I can count on you to make an immediate donation to Citizen Action so we have the
resources to tell as many voters as possible that conservative politicians will make pre-existing
discrimination legal again.

  

As I wrote in a strategic memo almost 3 years ago about a term invented by insurance
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bureaucrats to obscure the truth: “What is absolutely astounding about pre-existing conditions is
that this seemingly innocuous term seems to be known by virtually every adult.. . . . The idea of
someone being denied or thrown off health insurance because they have a medical condition
strikes a deep emotional chord in American culture, and seems deeply immoral to most people.”

  

The new Marquette Law School poll released on Wednesday backs us up on this. It shows a
stunning 93% of likely Wisconsin voters think pre-existing condition discrimination is an
important issue heading into the election.

No wonder Scott Walker, Leah Vukmir, and all the right-wing Legislators who are locked in tight
re-election fights, are terrified.

If you agree with me that pre-existing condition discrimination can help us bring down Scott
Walker and hLeah Vukmir, and shift control of the Legislature, please chip in whatever can to
support our work .

In Peace & Solidarity,

  

Dr. Robert Kraig

  

Executive Director

  

P.S. We are also building support or constructive solutions to the health care cost crisis. We are
the driving force behind the BadgerCare Public Option bill, which Tony Evers strongly supports.
The BadgerCare Public Option is a big stepping stone towards the ultimate solution, Medicare
for All.
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